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Abstract

The destruction of the South Vietnamese rice (*Oryza sativa L.*) crop using an arsenic-based herbicide known as Agent Blue during the American Vietnam War (1965-1972) was not a secret; however, it received little media attention in the United States. Republic of Vietnam and United States (U.S.) militaries began destroying food crops (rice) in November of 1962 primarily via aerial applications in the Mekong Delta and Central Highlands of South Vietnam. Spraying of Agent Blue on 100,000 ha of mangrove forests and about 300,000 ha of rice paddies just before rice harvest time resulted in the destruction of the standing crop and rendered the land contaminated with arsenic (As). Six Rainbow herbicides, commonly called Agent Orange, Agent Green, Agent Pink, Agent Purple, Agent White, and Agent Blue, were sprayed on wetlands, rice paddies, forests, mangroves, bamboo and military base perimeter fences to defoliate jungle vegetation, reveal guerilla hiding places and destroy the food supply of enemy troops. South Vietnamese farmers, U.S. and Republic of Vietnam military personnel, and communist insurgents were exposed to these herbicides with immediate and longer term impacts on personal health, civilian household food security and population-wide famine. Agent Blue (cacodylic acid, C₂H₂AsO₂,) was the most effective of all the Rainbow herbicides in killing rice and grasses. Manufacturing of cacodylic acid began in the late 1950s in the U.S. at the Ansul Company chemical plant in Marinette, Wisconsin and Menominee, Michigan. During the Vietnam War, ocean going ships were loaded with 208-liter Agent Blue barrels and shipped via the St. Lawrence Seaway to the coast of South Vietnam. Arsenic (As) is a naturally occurring element that is found throughout SE Asia deltas including the Mekong Delta. Today arsenic contaminated rice and groundwater are grow-
ing concerns as neither naturally occurring arsenic nor anthropic arsenic have a half-life and cannot be destroyed. Anthropic arsenic has remained in the Mekong Delta environment for the last 60 years and added to persistent As contamination in water supplies, sediments and soils. Water soluble arsenic primarily leaches into the soil root zone and the groundwater or is carried by floodwater into adjacent waterways or volatilized under anaerobic rice paddy conditions as gaseous arsine. The health of 15 million Vietnamese people living in the Mekong Delta is at risk from the combination of manufactured and natural As in drinking water and food supply. The As in the contaminated rice paddy soil, sediment and water is up taken by fish, shrimp or by crop vegetation and trace amounts can end up in the food supply (rice grain) or be bioaccumulated by the fish, shrimp and birds which when eaten were bioaccumulated in the Vietnamese people. It is urgent that elevated As concentrations in water supplies and agricultural products be identified and mitigated through better run-off control and groundwater management; improved rice genetics and alternate crop selections; shifts in crop management associated with tillage, fertilization and phosphorus use; and systematic monitoring of food and drinking water.
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1. Introduction
The U.S. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry suggests arsenic cannot be destroyed once added to the environment [1]. During the Vietnam War, Agent Blue [(CH₃)₂As OOH] the arsenic based herbicide, was used to desiccate rice plants before maturity. Spraying and dropping of Agent Blue into rice paddies added massive quantities of water-soluble arsenic to the soil root zone and the surface water of the Mekong Delta (Figure 1) rice paddies (Figure 2) and to mangrove forests. The United States and South Vietnamese militaries significantly added to the As load (1,132,400 kg As) in Mekong Delta and the Central Highlands environments as a result of the application of the Agent Blue herbicide. For the last 60 years, highly varying levels of trace amounts of arsenic have been ingested and bioaccumulated by Vietnamese living in the Mekong Delta or Central Highlands from contaminated food and drinking water (Figure 3). Two water soluble arsenical species, arsenite (+3 oxidation state) and arsenate (+5 oxidation state) are the most abundant in surface water, the soil, and groundwater. The fate of arsenic in the South Vietnam environment included: reacting with and being retained by the solid mineral phase of the soil, volatilized to the atmosphere as gaseous arsine from manufacturing or industrial trans
Figure 1. Borders of the Mekong Delta in Vietnam and Cambodia. Map created by Mic Greenberg.

Figure 2. Rice paddies in the Mekong Delta. A view from Sam’s mountain located near the Cambodia and Vietnam border.
formations, as arsenic laden smoke and ash particulates from rice plant residue burning, leached from the root zone (soil) and into the groundwater and taken up by rice plant roots from surface water, accumulated in plant residues and returned to the soil, or stored in the grain.

The only major Rainbow herbicide used throughout all 10 years of the Vietnam War was Agent Blue. One-third of Agent Blue was transported from Marinette, Wisconsin and Menominee, Michigan (Figures 4-7) via Menominee River, Green Bay, Lake Michigan [2] and the St. Lawrence Seaway to the 551th Ordinance Storage Depot in Da Nang and the other two-thirds went to the 20th Ordnance Storage Depot in Saigon. Agent Blue was used primarily on grain and cereal crops [3] [4]. Agent Blue was aerially sprayed (Figure 8) [5] on rice seedlings and plants to kill the crop and seed in preparation of areas for crop burning [6]. Burning of dried crop residues likely released volatilized toxic As$_4$O$_6$ or as fine particulate material (<PM$_{2.5}$) in smoke into the atmosphere [7]. Thus, the U.S. and Republic of Vietnam military personnel and Vietnamese civilians stationed or living in the Mekong Delta and Central Highlands were exposed to airborne As-containing materials.

Water soluble arsenic leached from the rice paddies into the soil root zone after frequent applications of Agent Blue by the U.S. and Republic of Vietnam militaries from 1961 to 1971. After the Vietnam War, vast amount of natural and manufactured arsenic rich groundwater was pumped from more than 100,000 private shallow tube wells onto the land surface to irrigate the rice paddies, fill shrimp ponds and to meet the drinking water needs of the 15 million people living in the Mekong Delta and along the Mekong River (Figure 1). Thus, during the last 60 years, the Vietnamese people living on the Mekong Delta have continued to ingest and bioaccumulated arsenic (from war contamination and natural sources) via their drinking water and food supply. The primary objective of
Figure 4. Aerial view of the former Ansul company chemical plant on Menominee River in Marinette, Wisconsin (L) and Menominee, Michigan (R).

Figure 5. Sea going ship on the Menominee river being loaded with chemicals at the former Ansul company plant in Marinette, Wisconsin.

Figure 6. Former Ansul chemical plant site on the Menominee River in Menominee, Michigan.
Figure 7. Bulk storage of raw materials where the arsenic ash for making Agent Blue was stored at Ansul Chemical plant on Menominee River in Marinette, Wisconsin during the 1960s and 1970s.

Figure 8. Agent Blue being sprayed by aerial sprayers in the Mekong Delta.

this paper is to determine and describe the environmental impact and fate of Agent Blue, containing 1,132,400 kg of As in the arsenic based herbicide, which was applied from 1961 to 1971 to 400,000 ha of land in South Vietnam by the United States and Republic of Vietnam militaries.

2. Study Site

2.1. Mekong Delta Geography and Geology

The Mekong Delta, begins near Kratie, Cambodia (Figure 1) and extends east to the South China Sea. The Mekong Delta is the world’s largest delta with 65% in
Vietnam and 35% in Cambodia. The 4350 km Mekong River flows south through multiple channels into the South China Sea. The Bassac River separates from the Mekong River near Phnom Penh; these rivers run parallel and east to the South China Sea. There are nine channels which carry Tibet Highland sediments from the headwaters of the Mekong River and deposit the sediment throughout the Mekong Delta during the monsoon season flood stages, creating natural levees that migrate and can be overtopped and create midstream silt and sand bars [8].

In 2000, almost 900 people were killed as a result of flooding of 2,500,000 ha of agricultural land in the delta. The Mekong Delta is a flat, broad floodplain with alluvial soils (Entisols) [9], but has a “flooded” mountain region west of the Bassac River (Figure 9) [10] and along the Cambodia-Vietnam border and southern coastal dunes along the South China Sea, are also high points above the marshlands and plains. The terrain is the result of folding by collision of Indian
and Eurasian tectonic plates and tectonic uplift [8]. The Mekong River drainage system developed where the underlying geological structure is heterogeneous and active. Historically 76% of the delta sediments originated in the Tibetan Plateau about 8 million years ago. More recently, the Tibetan Plateau area contribution dropped to 40% with up to 51% of the sediment was transported from Thailand and Cambodia highlands [11]. The last glacial period ended abruptly 19,000 years ago when sea levels rose 4.5 m above present level and the shoreline of the South China Sea reached modern day Phnom Penh, Cambodia (Figure 9) [10].

The Mekong Delta morphology developed during the last 6000 to 10,000 years [12]. The delta covered more than 62,000 km² of the South China Sea and developed 200 km to the east over the continental shelf. The Mekong Delta built up through tidal and fluvial tidal process and was sheltered from wave action [13]. About 3500 BC, the delta extended beyond the embayment and the delta advancement rate dropped to 17 to 18 m per year. The delta deposits were exposed to marine currents and wave action that re-distributed the sediment to the southeast creating the Ca Mau Peninsula, a more recent feature of the Mekong Delta. Due to the low flat topography and unconsolidated parent material of the delta the Mekong River has changed course many times. Riverbanks are composed of unconsolidated sediments that are unstable and highly erodible.

2.2. Soils of Vietnam

The soils of Vietnam [14] [15] [16] were formed by alternating monsoon [17] and dry seasons, sedimentation during river flooding, and intrusions of the South China Sea. Fertile river delta and alluvial soils (Figure 10) [14] have supported a diverse and concentrated population for centuries. The diverse population made extensive aquaculture and rice cultivation possible. The Mekong Delta soils include Entisols, Inceptisols and Histosols (Figure 11) [5] formed in the annual Mekong River and tributary fluvial deposits from the Tibet Highlands and carried by the river through the land masses of Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam and into the South China Sea (Figure 12) [15]. When the South China Sea covered southeast Vietnam millions of years ago "Old Alluvium" soils (Ultisols and Oxisols) formed about 10 m above the recent floodplain deposits (Entisols) of the Mekong Delta.

The sedimentary sands of Old Alluvium terraces (Figure 9) [10] produced acisols and podzols though clay leaching [14]. Podzols (FAO/Unesco classification) are highly acidic (~4.5) and have a subsurface horizon which includes iron oxides that are strongly bleached and light grey which grade into a dark brown-reddish illuvial horizon [9]. Acrisols are called “lateritic” podzolic soils because the clay has a low silica: alumina ratio. Acrisols have a base saturation level of under 50% and a low base exchange capacity of 16 - 24 meq/100g clay [14]. Kaolinite is the primary clay with little or no illite or montmorillonite. These soils are termed grey podzolic when the sand fraction of the eluvial horizon
is almost white. According to Dudal and Moormann [14], some grey podzolics are ferric luvisols (rather than ferric acrisols) because their base saturation level exceeds 50%. Grey podzolic soils are dominant on the Mekong River basin Old Alluvium terraces (Figure 9) [10].

The processes in which the iron content leaches from upper podzolic soil layers and accumulates in lower layers is described by Dudal et al. [16], “the wet season and high temperatures bring about the eluviation of all basic components, potassium, calcium, sodium and magnesium oxides, and high acidity.” Concurrently, advanced hydrolysis occurs which leads to degradation of clays and the release of silica, iron oxides and alumina (ferralsols). During the monsoon season the iron content in the reduced form migrates to other layers in the soil. The dry season temporarily fixes the iron oxides and stops the iron (Fe++) migration [9].

2.3. Delta Wetlands and Mangrove Forests

Wetlands are distinct ecosystems where soils are seasonally or permanently water-saturated over extended periods from seasonal flooding and/or a high water table [17]. The wetlands of the Mekong Delta range from shallow freshwater depressions and ponds, backwaters of streams and rivers to vast seasonally flooded plains with melaleuca forests, rice paddies, brackish salt marshes, mangrove swamps and tidal mudflats along the coasts, and many small offshore islands [17]. The wetland locations in the landscape include, edges of streams, rivers, and low depressions or coastal seas where precipitation and groundwater accumulated effects of animal and plants communities have adapted to permanent
shallow water conditions or fluctuating wet and dry periods.

The hydrology, topography, and climate of the Mekong Delta determine whether the wetland is salt water or fresh water. Flooding and rain during the wet season flush saltwater rivers and canals and temporarily replace salty waterways with fresh water. The Plain of Reeds located in Vietnam, freshwater wetlands located in Cambodia, and lands in the central delta both between and on both sides of the Mekong and Bassac rivers have the major wetland areas. Seasonally deposited sediments carried downstream by the Bassac and Mekong rivers are fertile, and when the flooding is moderate the soils in this part of the delta are not acid or saline. The central delta is densely populated with settlements primarily along the river levees where the land is higher and protected from most floods. The seasonally inundated wetlands on the backside of the natural levees and away from the rivers were drained in the late 1970s by canals.
and the areas became the major rice growing areas.

The delta coastal dunes (Figure 9) [10] were formed by currents, tides and waves of the South China Sea from alluvial sediments and sand of the Mekong River with its nine channels. As the delta sediment deposits extended into the South China Sea, the dunes became inland ridges above the coastal wetlands. These ridges parallel to the 250 km coastline of the Ca Mau Peninsula, the southern most tip of Vietnam, and receive on average 2 m of rain during the monsoon season. Home to the U Minh Ha melaleuca forests and Nam Can mangrove forests, these wetlands create a 5200 km² coastal ecosystem with diverse and abundant marine and protected the coast from erosion.

Dat Mui Nature Reserve is a delta ecosystem. Much of the original mangrove forests were destroyed during the Vietnam War and later converted into fish ponds and other agricultural uses. Recently the fish ponds have been phased out, and efforts are underway to revegetate coastal mudflats and inland mangrove forests. For example, the BaiBoi Protection Forest on the west coast is being restored to mangrove forest through use regulation and replanting to protect coastal areas from tropical storms [20]. Fisheries, agriculture, expanding settlements, roads, tourism and aquaculture throughout the peninsula have replaced many of the native coastal wetlands. This has increased the region’s vulnerability to storm surges, typhoons, sea level rise from a changing climate, coastal erosion, environmental pollution including Rainbow herbicides applied during the Vietnam War and mangrove logging for conversion to rice paddies and shrimp farming [18].

2.4. Rice as a Dietary Staple and Food Security

The Mekong Delta and coastal regions of South Vietnam are wet landscapes with highly productive alluvial soils and extensive dike systems uniquely managed for rice production [18]. Flooded or wet rice production dominates the region with rice grown in the lowlands behind natural and human constructed levees which flood during the wet season [21] [22]. Rice is sown during the rainy season, grown in shallow waters, matures and is harvested as the water levels drop with the onset of the dry season.

Rice has been a staple food in South East Asia for centuries. It is a source of food security and livelihoods with most Mekong Delta farmers cultivating rice for family meals, straw and hulls for livestock, and family income. Rice is eaten at all three meals and provides about 75% of Vietnamese daily calories. South Vietnam rice production during Vietnam War dropped almost 50% from 8 M ton/ha to 4.5 M ton/ha in 1966; and then in 1969 began an upward rise reaching 7.5 M ton by 1974 [23]. Per capita rice consumption in the Vietnam War and post-war years ranged from 150 kg in 1962 to a low of 107 kg in 1978 [24]. This compares to 217 kg per capita rice consumption in 2015. A large portion of the population of Vietnam, one of the poorest countries in Asia, prior to the 1980s market reforms and introduction of Green Revolution technologies suffered high levels of food insecurity [25].
Food security involves adequate availability of food grains, stability of food supplies, and household access to food [26]. Sources of food insecurity range from inadequate financial resources for food production inputs and agricultural management practices to the extreme and uncertain weather and climate patterns. In the Mekong Delta, the frequency of inter and intra-seasonal extreme flooding and drought cycles often result in rice production shortfalls. When coupled with unstable political and social conditions, conflicts and wars, and degraded and contaminated soil and water resources, food insecurity has led to poor nutrition, famine, and premature deaths.

The casualties of war are primarily measured in soldiers killed and wounded. Often overlooked are the short and longer term impacts of war on civilian populations. One of those impacts is food insecurity and malnutrition which lead to early deaths and persistent poor health that saps the energy for everyday living and workforce well-being necessary for economic recovery. Vietnam is no stranger to famine. During World War II (1944-1945) famine killed a million Vietnamese due to population pressure, falling rice-paddy output, poor weather and cultivation methods which reduced the 1944 rice crop drastically [27]. Rice re-distribution from other areas was prevented when the north-south railway and bridges (Figure 13) in Vietnam were bombed and submarines along the coast controlled shipping and access to ports preventing food shipments.

The use of herbicides to defoliate the South Vietnamese landscape [28] not only killed trees, the undergrowth and tall grasses but also the gardens and rice crops that were the source of population food security. One of these herbicides, Agent Blue containing a synthetic arsenic, was a powerful contact desiccant that killed grasses and rice within hours [28]. This not only enabled landscape level follow-up burning and clearing of all vegetation for military purposes but also resulted in crop loss and food insecurity for the resident civilian Vietnamese population.

Figure 13. A Hanoi railroad bridge across the Red River currently used by a train, motorcycles, bicycles and pedestrian traffic. The bridge was repeatedly bombed by the U.S. Air Force during the Vietnam War.
Arsenic availability to rice plants is primarily influenced by soil physical and chemical properties. Soils that have high As retention capacities (sands and loams) can lead to increased As concentration in the soil surface and decreased root and shoot lengths [29]. Arsenic interferes with plant metabolic processes, inhibiting plant growth and at high concentrations kills the plants [29] [30]. Arsenic toxicity affects the root anatomy, root oxidizability, electrolyte leakage, water content, lipid peroxidation and damages protein, amino acids and nucleic acids, and antioxidant activities in rice [30]. Rice plants are most sensitive to As toxicity during their early growth period. Their defense mechanisms are underdeveloped and seedling growth, roots and shoots are highly vulnerable [29]. Rice grown in flooded conditions is especially at risk from not only direct herbicide applications via aerial spray to their shoots but also from arsenic that accumulates in rice paddy sediments and paddy waters with toxic effects to current and future crops [31] [32]. Arsenic in rice paddy waters increases the concentrations of As in the rice grain, hulls and straw [31] and can bioaccumulate in animals and humans as it is transported by blood to different organs in the body [29].

Arsenic is a naturally occurring element in sediments of major river basins throughout SE Asia and the Mekong Delta region of Vietnam [33]. There is no known chemical difference between natural and synthetic As; both persist in the environment and do not degrade with exposure to sunlight or dissipate over time. Thus, unlike other Rainbow herbicides used in Vietnam [26], the active ingredient As in Agent Blue can persist in agricultural fields for centuries and can easily be transported throughout the landscape via soil erosion, sediment deposition and water flows. The repeated applications of the synthetic arsenic-based herbicide during the Vietnam War period not only killed the rice crop leading to immediate reduction in rice food supplies and food insecurity, but the concentration of As in the environment increased throughout the region. More recent research finds that repeated exposure to As in rice crops leads to soil sterility and unproductive crops with soil contaminated residues posing problems to sensitive crops used in rotations with rice [29]. Solid-phase arsenic is found buried in river and paddy sediments and released to groundwater during microbial mediated reductive dissolutions of ferric oxides [33] which are abundant in South Vietnam [9]. Repeated human consumption of groundwater containing natural and synthetic arsenic poses a significant health threat [30] [33].

2.5. Arsenic

Arsenic, a natural element with an atomic number of 33, is present in the biosphere, hydrosphere, pedosphere and atmosphere. Arsenic is the 12th most common element in the earth's crust, 12th most abundant element in the human body, and 14th most abundant in seawater [34]. There are four oxidation states of arsenic: −3, 0, +3 and +5. Gaseous arsine, in the form of AsH₃, is characteristic of the −3 oxidation state and elemental arsenic is characteristic of the 0 oxidation state. The most common As species are arsenite [As (III)] which is characteristic
of the +3 oxidation state; and arsenate [As (V)] which is characteristic of the +5 oxidation state [33]. The most readily available oxidation states for bioaccumulation are the +3 and +5 oxidation states but can be ingested in the As (−3) form by inhalation.

Arsenic, as the crystalline oxides As₂O₃ and As₂O₅, is hygroscopic and readily soluble in water to form acidic solutions. Arsenic salts are called arsenates which are weak acids and the most abundant arsenic contaminants in groundwater and contaminate the drinking water of the millions of Vietnamese living on the Mekong Delta [35]. These arsenic oxides can also be decomposed when As-containing biomass is burned forming As-containing aerosols at burning temperatures below 400°C. This decomposition and formation of aerosol compounds are aided by the presence of carbon (charcoal) even at temperatures below 200°C. Particulate As-containing aerosols (airborne ash) can also contain inhalable As during smoke exposure [7].

Arsenic is a natural constituent of water, soil, animals and plants. The average arsenic content in soil is 5 ppm but can vary from 1 to 40 ppm while fresh and sea water contain between 0.003 to 0.05 ppm. Crystalline rock has an average 2.0 ppm, table salt 2.71 ppm, and most edible parts of plants are between 0.1 and 1.0 ppm but sometimes as high as 3 ppm and higher on a dry weight basis [36]. Arsenic is water soluble but rarely found in its elemental form, rather, it forms compounds called arsenicals. Arsenicals are detected in more than 200 different minerals [37]. Arsenicals are often associated with complex sulfuric minerals made up of sulfur, gold, iron, copper, silver, nickel, antimony and cobalt due to the anionic ion structure being similar to sulfate (SO₄²⁻).

Arsenic is a chemical element which occurs in many minerals. Arsenic and its compounds including the trioxide are used in insecticides and pesticides. Arsenical herbicide use is declining due to the toxicity of arsenic and its compounds. Arsenic the 53rd most common element in nature comprises about 0.00015% of the Earth’s crust. Typical background concentrations of arsenic are about 100 mg/kg in the soils, usually less than 10 μg/L in freshwater and 3 ng/m³ in the atmosphere.

2.6. Natural and Geologic Sources of Arsenic

There are two geological layers in Mekong Delta geological strata that produce the abundance of arsenic and they are the natural sources of arsenicals in both groundwater and soil [37]. The upper layer was deposited during the Holocene period and above alluvial sediment from the late Pleistocene period. These two geologic layers with arsenic were derived from the Tibet Highlands (Himalayas) sediment transported to the Mekong Delta by rainfall and runoff (Figure 12). The Holocene sediment layer usually occurs at a 20 and 120 m depth but can be as deep as 250 m. It is an arsenic rich top layer that is more susceptible to weathering and groundwater flow. The underlying Pleistocene sediment layer has low pH, is rich in organic matter, contains pyrite and sulfate and creating
reducing condition that contributes to the release of arsenic from the overlying Holocene sediment [34].

2.7. Origins of Agent Blue, an Arsenic Based Chemical Weapon

Numerous arsenic based chemical agents were invented and used in past warfare. The Chinese invented the poisonous smoke ball, around 1000 BC, which contained arsenic oxide ($\text{As}_2\text{O}_3$) [38]. It was the precursor to modern-day grenades. The first known arsenic based chemical weapon use was in 431-404 BC by the Spartans. Arsenic was used as a noxious smoke against Athenian-allied cities during the Peloponnesian War. During the WWI the first modern arsenic based chemical weapon appeared and contained arsenic and organic compounds.

Lewisite, one of the deadliest poisonous gases, was developed after WWI [39]. Large-scale production of Lewisite began during WWII in the United States, Germany, Great Britain, Japan and the former Soviet Union. Later, North Korea, Iraq and Libya manufactured and used Lewisite. The era of Rainbow herbicides (specific herbicides were coded by color) started during the Vietnam War. From 1961 to 1971 Agent Blue was used by the South Vietnamese and American military to kill rice, bamboo and banana vegetation in South Vietnam [35].

Arsenic undergoes a cycle in an agricultural ecosystem involving arsenic herbicides and fertilizers, uptakes by the plants and consumption by the animals, release by plants and animals, binding with soil and transferred between soil and water. Arsenate is the most stable and generally tends to accumulate in oxidizing (oxygen rich) environments. The arsenite occurs near the root under reducing anaerobic soil conditions. Most bacteria are unable to use arsenic compounds as respiratory metabolites.

Arsenic poisoning of organisms occurs when exposed to quantities much larger than needed. Arsenic contamination of groundwater is a problem that affects millions of people living on Southeast Asia deltas including the Mekong Delta. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) considers all forms of arsenic a significant risk to human health [1].

Arsenic is classified as a Group-A carcinogen. The U.S. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) ranks arsenic No. 1 on its Hazardous Substances at Superfund sites [40]. Synthetic arsenates include calcium arsenate, cupric hydrogen arsenate, and lead hydrogen arsenate. These 3 synthetic compounds, used prior to and during the Vietnam War, have also been used in agricultural herbicides, insecticides, and poisons. The list is based on overall toxicity and potential for human exposure and frequency of occurrence at National Priority List Superfund sites. This list ranks chemicals using an algorithm or formula that translates potential public health hazards on a points-scaled system [40]. No human body system is immune to harm caused by arsenic.

2.8. Cacodylic Acid

Cacodylic acid, $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{AsO}_3$, is created by reducing disodium methylarsenate with
sulfur dioxide and converting the sodium salt to the resultant arslenomethane. The solubility in water of both sodium salt and acid are extremely high (over 83 kg/liter). The active component of Agent Blue, cacodylic acid, is water soluble and non-volatile but, being an organic (C or carbon-containing) compound, it decomposes rapidly to non-soluble, relatively non-toxic, inorganic arsenical compounds in water and soil. The chemical is stable in sunlight. Chemical and physical properties of cacodylic acid effect the fate in the soil and plants.

Cacodylic acid is a contact herbicide and only kills tissues with chemical symptoms appearing within two days since it lacks mobility. It is not effective if rain falls within a few hours of the treatment. Sub-lethal doses induce malformed inflorescence, defoliation and fewer seeds. Cacodylic acid appears to undergo limited breakdown in plant tissues.

Since it contains C in its chemical structure, microflora in the soil degrades cacodylic acid. Under aerobic conditions the breakdown is slow but is much more rapid under flooded and anaerobic conditions. The ultimate environmental fate is a change from organic to inorganic arsenate which occurs primarily in soil. Soils naturally contain 5 ppm of arsenic in the inorganic form [41]. In Southeast, Asia rubber plantations sodium arsenite was been applied for over 20 years at high rates without causing any crop damage due to As fixation by soil minerals and compounds under aerobic conditions.

Plants absorb cacodylic acid from the soil more readily than inorganic arsenic. Evidence suggests that crops do not suffer injury on the land which was previously treated. However, excessive rates on soil unusually rich in phosphates can cause injury to sensitive plants such as peanuts and rice. In humans toxicity rating of cacodylic acid is 3, or medium toxicity. Toxicological data for Ansar 160 (16.8% arsenic) and Ansar 560 (15% arsenic) are similar to Agent Blue.

2.9. Sodium Cacodylate

Sodium cacodylate trihydrate (C₂H₆AsNaO₂) is metabolized to produce inorganic, trivalent arsenic, a buffering vehicle used with cacodylic acid and is also an organic arsenic compound. Sodium cacodylate, a salt, neutralizes the acid part of cacodylate acid. Sodium cacodylate is used currently as a source of arsenic in toxicological research. Sodium cacodylate is often used as a buffering agent in preparation and fixation of biological samples for electron microscopy. During the Vietnam War Agent Blue was sold as Phytar G. Sodium cacodylate functions as a buffering agent in Agent Blue to prevent a rapid change in pH when acids or bases are added to the solution. When heated for decomposition or in contact with acids or acid fumes the poisoning potential is high because it emits highly toxic fumes containing arsenic which then can be inhaled.

The main active component in Agent Blue is cacodylic acid. The non-selective herbicide kills a wide variety of herbaceous plants. It is a non-volatile, highly soluble organic arsenic compound which is broken down in soil. Acute and chronic toxicity in a variety of animals indicate a low to medium toxicity rat-
ing since inorganic arsenate is bound as insoluble compounds that exist naturally in soils.

China was the top producer (70%) of white arsenic followed by Morocco, Russia and Belgium. Most arsenic refinement operations in both Europe and U.S. have been closed as a result of environmental concerns. Arsenic is also found in smelter dust from gold, copper and lead refinement [41].

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), World Health Organization (WHO), and European Union (EU) all recognize arsenic contamination as a significant threat to human health [41]. The WHO guideline for untreated water is 100 ug/L prior to being processed for consumption and is 10 ug/L for processed drinking water. Ingestion includes eating meat and products from animals that were fed with arsenic feed additives, food crops that grew from arsenic-laced irrigation water [42] as well as arsenic rich drinking water from groundwater wells.

Food and agricultural researchers initially thought that organic arsenic [42] would never become inorganic arsenic. However, now there is considerable doubt about this concept [43]. Chickens in the U.S. were given compounds with organic arsenic in them to make the meat more plump, redder and prevent certain chicken diseases. The chicken and chemical industries had insisted the arsenic in the compounds was organic. However, the livers of chickens fed with organic arsenic compounds were found to contain more arsenic than the control group. Researchers concluded that organic arsenic had been converted (transformed) into the lethal inorganic arsenic. After a release of a 2011 peer-evaluated FDA study 89 forms of 102 arsenic compounds which could potentially be converted from organic to inorganic arsenic were removed from the market. Arsenic is a heavy metal and thought to be a carcinogen and dangerous.

WHO suggests 10 ug/L is the safe drinking water standard. Many countries ignore this standard since it takes decades for people to begin to show symptoms of As poisoning. In Vietnam, the legal arsenic concentration standards are 50 ug/L or 5 times greater than the WHO standard. Groundwater in Red River Valley and Delta (Figure 14) and Mekong Delta in Vietnam is naturally high in arsenic from arsenic-rich clayey alluvial materials origination in Tibet Highlands. The alluvial soil parent materials consolidate when groundwater is extracted and water soluble arsenic (forms arsenate and arsenite) is released into the groundwater.

2.10. What Is the Difference between Organic and Inorganic Arsenic?

Arsenic atoms can combine with other elements atoms to form two types of compounds, “inorganic” and “organic” [43]. When arsenic atoms are attached to a carbon atom it forms a highly complex, non-toxic organic arsenic molecule. The inorganic arsenic compounds do not contain carbon, are simple molecules, but are highly toxic [43]. The reason organic arsenicals are non-toxic is because arsenic atoms are tightly bound with bio-molecules including proteins.
Groundwater can contain inorganic arsenic in the form of arsenite or arsenate in which arsenic is bound to oxygen atoms.

2.11. Effect on Animals and Humans

The Vietnam War’s “KhaiQuang” a South Vietnamese program (1961 to 1965) and the U.S. Military’s 1965 to 1971 “Operation Ranch Hand” [3] spraying of Agent Blue (Figure 8) contributed to the arsenic contamination crisis in the rice paddies of South Vietnam and may have contributed to elevated levels in the Mekong Delta groundwater. Agent Blue is also known to deteriorate the barrels which held the herbicide and break down within three months releasing bio-
available forms. Leaked water soluble arsenic compounds then infiltrated the groundwater and entered the food chain [44].

The main Agent Blue herbicide tests were conducted in 1964 in Thailand to determine the minimum rates. Agent Blue was also tested in 1963-1967 at sites in Puerto Rico, on Kauai Island, Hawaii in 1967-1968, in Korea in 1968 and in Mississippi in 1969 [45] [46].

2.12. Toxicity of Arsenic and Effects on Human Health

The organic and inorganic forms of arsenic can be found in soil, water and food around the world. Inorganic arsenic is not usually in water and food that we ingest but is found in the soil. Organic arsenic is not thought to be harmful except in high doses. However, inorganic arsenic is highly poisonous and is a known carcinogen.

Approximately 29% of As exposure by humans comes from water and 70% from ingested food [47]. Once ingested arsenic can be bioaccumulated in the body. Arsenic in groundwater [48] is a significant source of arsenic in humans and the two arsenicals most abundant in water are arsenite (+3) and arsenate (+5). In order of toxicity from the most toxic to least toxic are arsenes, arsenites, arsenoxides, pentavalent arsenicals, arsenium compounds, arsenates, and metallic arsenic [34]. It accumulates in the body when ingested in small doses due to low excretion rates. It often takes decades before physical symptoms of arsenic poisoning show.

While arsenic is highly toxic in excess amounts, it is a common element in the human body because it commonly exists in the environments that humans inhabit. The lethal dose for rates is 48 µg/L which translates to 125 mg for a middle-aged male [48]. The maximum safe limit for arsenic ingestion of an average middle-aged male is 220 µg per day. This lethal dosage puts arsenic in a high toxic category within food toxicology. Environmental toxicity of As is affected by organic matter content, redox potential (Eh), hydrogen potential (pH), adsorption to solid mineral particles, and the presence of iron and magnesium and other substances in soil. Arsenic cannot be produced by the human body. Immune system effects of arsenic exposure include cytokine production in lymphocytes and immune-related gene expression. Arsenic is associated with increases in infant morbidity from infectious disease and related to reduced T-cell numbers alongside altered cytokine profiles in core blood, and increased inflammation [40].

2.13. Development of Arsenic Based Warfare Agents

The precursor reagent, cacodylic acid, was invented at Fort Detrick in 1957. In soil, cacodylic acid is degraded by the microflora. Breakdown is slow under aerobic conditions, but much more rapid in rice paddies with flooded anaerobic soils. The ultimate environmental fate is a change from organic arsenate to inorganic arsenate which is bound as insoluble compounds in soil. Soils naturally
contain arsenic in this form, the average content being 5 ppm [40]. Excessive sodium arseniterates of application on soils unusually rich in phosphates can cause injury to sensitive plants such as peanuts and rice because of its similarity in ionic structure to $\text{PO}_4^{3-}$ and $\text{SO}_4^{2-}$ ions occurring in soils. High phosphate in the soil competes with the inorganic As species for adsorption sites on soil particles and force the As species to remain free in the soil solution. Agent Blue made up 9% of all Rainbow herbicides sprayed was used for food crop destruction (97% of applied material), and vegetation control along base perimeter fences (3% of material used).

2.14. Ansul Company Chemical Manufacturing Plant

The Ansul Company (Figure 15 and Figure 16) produced Agent Blue, labeled as Phytar 560 G, at chemical plant in Marinette, Wisconsin [2]. The product consists of 59.5% water, 26.4% sodium cacodylate (sodium dimethylarsenic acid),

![Figure 15. Menominee River break wall extending into Green Bay.](image1)

![Figure 16. Sea going ship being loaded on the Menominee River at the former Ansul Chemical plant in Menominee, Michigan.](image2)
5.5% sodium chloride, 4.7% cacodylic acid (hydroxydimethyarsine oxide), 3.4% surfactant, 0.5% antifoam agent, [49]. Arsenicals compose 31.1% of Agent Blue, 15.4% is elemental arsenic, in the form of +5 oxidation state arsenical. This means that 4.8% of Agent Blue has similar properties to arsenate.

In 2009, the Ansul Company operated under two consent orders for environmental mitigation; one from the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and another from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [2]. In September of 2009, Ansul Company agreed to spend an estimated $28 million on:

1) Removal 56,600 m³ of arsenic-contaminated sediments from the Menominee River;

2) Construction of an impermeable barrier to bedrock for about 160,000 m² of sediment;

3) Cap or remove 17,000 m² of surface soils contaminated with arsenic levels above 16 - 32 ppm;

4) To pump and treat contaminated groundwater;

5) The total remediation costs were: (1) 1976-1984, $11 million to pump and treat contaminated groundwater at the southern property border and to install a groundwater interceptor trench [2] in 1998-1999, $12.4 million to remove arsenic-contaminated sediment from the 8th Street section of the Menominee River (Figure 7 and Figures 15-17); and

6) In addition, an impermeable barrier system was installed to bedrock near the 8th Street slip and adjacent salt vault. In 2012-2013, approximately $25 million was spent to dredge and then cap contaminated river sediments due to an EPA order of the removal of 190,000 m³ of sediment from the main channel. The project cleanup began in July of 2012 after Ansul (Tyco) Company hired Stevenson Environmental Services of New York as the general contractor.

Figure 17. The light house in Green Bay at the end of the break wall in Menominee, Michigan.
2.15. Agent Blue as a Defoliant

The effects of defoliation were studied by comparing soil properties in defoliated and non-defoliated mangrove areas northeast of Nam-Can (Ca-Mau Peninsula) ([Figure 10] [18]). The only positive effect was that mangrove area spraying made the areas safer from the NLF by denying cover from within which the NLF could operate and easier to clear land for irrigated fields. However, wood cutters recognized that their primary wood resource was being eliminated.

Within the 10 years, the land impacted or damaged by Agent Blue, primarily rice paddies, totaled nearly 400,000 ha in South Vietnam, mostly near Da Nang and Saigon with over 51,000 ha of forest defoliated at least 4 times and 27,000 ha of mangroves mostly along the South China Sea ([Figure 18]) were completely destroyed as were 300,000 ha of rice paddies in the Mekong Delta and Central Highlands [50].

2.16. Military Use of Agent Blue

The U.S. Department of Army's Chemical Corps Biological Laboratories initiated a major program in 1952 at Camp Detrick, Maryland [51] to develop both the herbicide formulations and aerial spray equipment for potential deployment in Korean Conflict ([Figure 19]). In 1961, the Kennedy administration approved the Trail Dust (1961-1971) program, which led to formal use of Rainbow herbicides including Agent Blue during the Vietnam War. Herbicides had two primary military objectives: 1) to destroy the food crops available to the enemy, and 2) defoliate trees and plants to improve military observation of enemy activity. The program was initially used against both the civilians in the Republic of

![Figure 18. Helicopter spraying Agent Blue on rice paddies and the mangrove forest of the Mekong Delta.](image-url)
Vietnam (RVN) as part of the Diem government’s “strategic hamlet” program and against military activities of the National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NLF).

Scientists at Fort Detrick started to test the activity of cacodylic acid used in Agent Blue on rice in 1957. Cacodylic acid in mixtures with 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T was tested in Maryland (1956) Dugway, Utah (1959) and Fort Drum, New York (1960) [52]. Agent Blue (C₂H₇AsO₂) was first used on the north side of Route 15, northwest of Saigon on 12 January 1962. In addition to Ranch Hand aircraft, the Vietnam Air Force (VNAF) used several H-34 helicopters (Figure 18), and one C-47 aircraft to evaluate applications of the herbicides [52]. Some tests were conducted on the Ca Mau Peninsula (Figure 9) [10]. Rubber vats or fuel bladders filled with Agent Blue were dropped from helicopters on the rice paddies to increase the rice killing efficacy.
The first Rainbow herbicide barrels started arriving in Vietnam in 1961. Herbicide Blue liquid (later called Agent Blue) was a yellowish-tan liquid that was insoluble in diesel fuel but soluble in water. One gallon (3.9 liters) of Agent Blue contained 1.4 kg of the active ingredient cacodylic acid. Agent Blue contained both cacodylic acid as a free acid and sodium salt cacodylate. The active ingredients were: 65% cacodylic acid and 70% of salt sodium cacodylate [53]. Agent Blue destroyed food crops (rice) by desiccation of the green vegetation making the crop unable to maintain normal photosynthetic activity thereby dessicating the crop and making it susceptible to destruction by burning. These stronger methods were required to overcome the incredible resistance of rice to conventional methods of burning. Herbicides destroyed the food crop fields in 2-4 days and left the soil unsuitable for further planting within a month. In this way, the Republic of Vietnam and United States militaries ultimately destroyed at least 300,000 ha of food crops (rice) [53].

Agent Blue, a “rainbow herbicide” used by the United States military during the Vietnam War, was inspired by the British use of herbicides and defoliants applied during the Malayan Emergency (1950s) to provide a legal cover for its use. Destroying rice to prevent its consumption by the enemy was a U.S. and Republic of Vietnam military strategy at the very start of U.S. military involvement in Vietnam War.

Initially, Republic of Vietnam and United States soldiers attempted to blow up dikes and raised borders around rice paddies to dry them up by using mortars and grenades. However, mature rice grains are very durable and not easily destroyed even if the rice crop is dried up by paddy drainage. Every grain of rice that survived became a seed to be collected and re-planted. The U.S. military discovered that rice grain is one of the most difficult plant substances to destroy. Even thermite metal grenades could not make it burn and when the rice is scattered it can be collected or harvested and replanted by the Vietnamese. If an herbicide like Agent Blue is applied by spraying before the rice plants are mature it can mean a 60% to 90% rice crop loss. If subsequently burned the immature rice seeds could be destroyed. However, the burning of As treated vegetation resulted in the release of volatile As-containing aerosols and ash into the atmosphere. Surviving rice was contaminated, as well, with trace amounts of arsenic. Rice grown in the Vietnam is to this day still tainted by trace amounts of arsenic probably from both anthropic and natural sources.

At the end of 1967 an International War Crimes Tribunal stated that: “The soldiers discovered that rice is one of the most maddeningly difficult substances to destroy; using thermite metal grenades it is almost impossible to make it burn and, even if one succeeds in scattering the rice, this does not stop it being harvested by patient men”. The U.S. and South Vietnamese military went to “bigger and better” options that would actually destroy the entire rice paddies. The purpose of Agent Blue was to desiccate and kill narrow-leaf plants and trees (bamboo (Figure 20), grass, rice (Figure 21), and bananas). “Operation
Figure 20. Bamboo growing in Mekong Delta.

Figure 21. Rice residue in dried out fields similar to the rice paddies sprayed with Agent Blue in the 1960s and 1970s.
“Ranch Hand”, was military code name for spraying of herbicides by U.S. military aircraft in Vietnam and Laos from 1962 through 1971 [53]. In this case the widespread use of Agent Blue by the Republic of Vietnam and United States militaries was an attempt to take away the enemy’s food supply by depriving them of food resources.

Fewer 208-liter Agent Blue barrels with a blue stripe were sent to South Vietnam than Agent Orange with an orange stripe. Between 1961 and 1971, the U.S. used an estimated 7.8 million liters of Agent Blue herbicide (1,132,400 kg of As) was applied as a chemical weapon “crop destruction and defoliation” which fell primarily on the mangroves, rice paddies, and the surrounding forest of South Vietnam, but was eventually also used in Laos along the Ho Chi Minh trail to kill crops and upland rice in the Central Highlands in order to deprive the North Vietnamese communist insurgents troops of a food source. Agent Blue was sprayed on South Vietnam upland and lowland rice paddies to deprive the insurgents of the valuable staple food crops the plants provided. The Agent Blue was applied at the average rate of 2.831 kg As/ha for the total rice paddy and forest area. Many areas were sprayed only once while other areas received four or more applications. The forest and mangrove areas were usually sprayed at a different rate than the rice paddies. Unable to control the insurgent’s access to their food supplies or eliminate their grassroots village support, the U.S. military response was simple: “If you cannot control it, kill it” [54] [55].

Agent Blue was primarily used to defoliate narrow grass vegetation or to kill food crops by desiccation. The rice plant is highly dependent on water to survive. Spraying Agent Blue on paddies can destroy approximately 60% of an entire rice paddy and leave it unsuitable for intermediate re-planting. The dried rice paddy vegetation and seeds were then cleared by burning. Rice-killing military operations also included use of specially designed rubber or plastic fuel bladders that were probably dropped from helicopters (Figure 18) into rice paddies which burst on impact to release the toxic Agent Blue herbicide [55]. This usually resulted in (100%) of rice crop being destroyed [55]. Bladders of Agent Blue were also dropped into the water irrigation canals which ruptured on contact and contaminated the water in the rivers, canals and rice paddies. After the war, the Vietnamese people would then harvest and eat the tainted rice, fish and shrimp for the next 55 years. One can only imagine what happened to the Vietnamese working in the rice paddies when bladders full of Agent Blue exploded on impact.

2.17. Agent Blue Use in South Vietnam

The use of herbicides in South Vietnam was begun as an initiative of South Vietnam President Ngo Dinh Diem. Part of the Vietnam government’s policy was to move the rural population into “strategic hamlets” that could be more easily secured and defended than the existing villages. This also allowed the destruction of the rice crops and deny the NLF and insurgents food sources in the
rural areas to discourage their military activities. He insisted that Agent Blue be used and President Kennedy finally gave the okay for testing Agent Blue on crops in South Vietnam [56]. According to Lindsey Arison III in his report “The Herbicidal Warfare Program in Vietnam, 1961-1971”. The RAND Corporation in 1967 opposed the use of herbicides, especially Agent Blue. Eventually spraying the rice paddies to starve the enemy was determined to be a mistake since there was a sufficient rice supply in South Vietnam to feed everyone [56].

On 9 January 1962 the first shipment of sodium salt of cacodylic acid and code-named “Blue” were received at Tan Son Nhut Air Base, Republic of Vietnam. The blue colored bands, which were painted around the centers of the 208-liter drums, served as an identification aid for support personnel. Agent Blue was the first rainbow herbicide used in Operation RANCH HAND, the tactical military project in South Vietnam for the aerial spraying of herbicides [57] [58].

The early 1960s South Vietnam’s Agent Blue program, known as KhaiQuang Program, was designed to make battlefield more visible as well by clearing foliage leaves and eliminate the food crops. Agent Blue missions required handlers dressed in civilian clothing, aircraft without U.S. Air Force markings and if U.S. military personnel were captured the U.S. Government would not acknowledge the crew as members of the U.S. military [54] [55]. There were no warnings or safety equipment provide to the U.S. military handlers of Agent Blue; however, most of these were Vietnamese military personnel. Nor were the Vietnamese warned against drinking the water from rivers where Agent Blue as well as Agent Orange were sprayed [4] [59]. No Vietnamese civilians or military personnel knew about the contamination or the inherent health hazards of the chemical herbicide, Agent Blue that they were handling.

President Kennedy’s Joint Chiefs of Staff stated in the early 1960s that “care must be taken to assure that the U.S. government does not become an international target for charges of employing biological or chemical weapons”. International repercussions against the U.S. could become significant [60]. After considerable internal debate, President Kennedy gave the approval needed to use Agent Blue on food crops including rice. The HERBS collection [4] [59] suggests 4,712,000 liters (664,392 kg As) of Agent Blue were sprayed in South Vietnam (another source, Institute of Medicine, suggests 7.8 million liters (1,132,400 kg As) were used from 1961 to 1971) [60]. However, the South Vietnam military, even with U.S. assistance, was unable to control their grass root village support nor the Viet Minh’s access to food supplies.

The first recorded use of Agent Blue by the U.S. military was in November of 1962 with 4.6 million liters sprayed or dumped (664,392 kg As) during the next nine years. This was in addition to the 3.2 million liters (468,008 kg As) was sprayed by the Republic of Vietnam military (secret mission and an estimate since official records are not available or probably not kept if kept not retained). New studies of U.S. military flight logs suggest an even greater use of
Rainbow herbicides including Agent Blue. Killing of rice was a military strategy from the very start of the U.S. participation in American Vietnam War.

2.18. Anthropogenic Sources: The Vietnam War

The Vietnam War’s “Operation Ranch Hand” may have contributed to the crisis of arsenic contamination in Southern Vietnam upland and lowland rice paddies. However, the NAS [44] findings suggest arsenic levels were still below WHO standards. Fortunately, South Vietnam had not started pumping the groundwater for rice paddies or shrimp ponds. The goal was to clear out crops and foliage to improve military intelligence, achieve enhanced security, increase availability of troops used for combat, reduce cover for enemy resistance, and reduce United States personnel casualties [3]. Between the first test in Kontum base in southern Vietnam on August 10, 1961 and October 1971, rainbow herbicides including Agent Blue were shipped to and sprayed all over South Vietnam [4] [58].

2.19. Agent Blue Field Studies and Application in South Vietnam

A study done by Watson et al. [59] found that life expectancies of animals exposed to Agent Blue were reduced to less than ten percent of the unexposed animal population. The lethal concentration for rats of Agent Blue is 3.5 µg/L. Soldiers with prolonged exposure to Agent Blue had a garlic odor in their breath which is one of the common noticeable symptom of arsenic poisoning. Research shows the human liver absorbs 40% of the cacodylic acid [60]. The extreme levels of arsenicals and high bioaccumulation of arsenicals in the body are detrimental to crops and human health.

Military personnel applied Agent Blue by using hand sprayers on back packs, trucks (Figure 22), helicopters (Figure 8) and river boats or dropped in fuel bladders on rice paddies and adjacent canals. In some cases, Agent Blue was also used to kill bamboo. The military personnel was told that the herbicides including Agent Blue were harmless and the herbicide handlers including Vietnamese soldiers and civilians did not need to wear protective gear such as facemasks, googles, gloves and suits. The Agent Blue often came in contact with the skin of the military personnel who were spraying Agent Blue. The military personnel involved in Operation Ranch Hand were in 3 risk categories separated by the level of potential danger to herbicides including Agent Blue. Navigators, co-pilots and pilots were thought to be at low risk for exposure and contamination. At moderate risk group included the military personnel who loaded the herbicides or re-drummed the herbicides (Figure 23), the crew chiefs, the mechanics and personnel who repaired the tanks and spray equipment. The high-risk group included the flight engineers who operated the spray equipment. However, often unrecognized herbicide contact victims were the aircraft and crews of fire support and escort aircraft which often had to maneuver around the spray aircraft to suppress ground fire and ended up flying through the spray stream or spray drift without protective gear. The empty Agent Blue barrels were
Figure 22. Rainbow herbicides sprayed from a M113 Armored Tracked Personnel Carrier.

Figure 23. Repacking herbicide barrels and recovering buried barrels leaking into the ground.
washed and poured out on the ground (Figure 23) by hand often without protective gear and then re-purposed for improvised showers, to store drinking water or even as barbeque pits or even sold to locals. The rinse water from cleaning the barrels was poured on the soil surface and either leached into the soil and groundwater or was transported off-site during monsoon rains into the waterways.

Agent Blue harmed village food supplies and forced many rural villagers into the “strategic hamlets” or urban slums after destroying hundreds of paddies with arsenic laced Agent Blue. Alain C. Enthoven, assistant secretary of the defense (DOD) for systems analysis, reviewed the RAND report concluded that “the existing wholesale food crop destruction program was counterproductive because it alienated the affected South Vietnamese population without denying food to the communist insurgents”. But others responsible for U.S. military strategists did not agree.

2.20. Use Patterns of Agent Blue Herbicides

Approximately 50% of all Agent Blue was used in rice-destruction missions in Mekong Delta and Central Highlands with the remainder being used in enemy or remoted controlled areas and as a contact herbicide for control of grasses around base perimeters [57]. The total quantity of herbicides disseminated in South Vietnam is uncertain. Procurement records account for 4.7 million liters (664,392 kg As) of Agent Blue and 981 missions. The Institute of Medicine [61] suggests the amount of Agent Blue sprayed or dropped was actually closer to 7.8 million liters (1,132,400 kg of As) on 400,000 ha. The remaining missions and liters of Agent Blue herbicide were either used early in South Vietnam military operation prior to the start of the Vietnam War (1962 to 1965) or were incompletely documented [4] resulting in discrepancies in reported quantities of material used [61].

Prior to 1962, a large and useful amount of published information about woody species vegetation control existed in publications oriented to provide information and a knowledge base for herbicide use in American agriculture. The availability of the information encouraged the use of herbicides in South Vietnam to remove foliage along thoroughfares, defoliate areas surrounding bases (Figure 24) and communication routes, improve visibility in heavily canopied jungle, and destroy enemy subsistence crops. The recommendations in the available publications resulted in the chemicals of choice to be the phenoxy and arsenical herbicides.

2.21. Effect of Spraying of Rainbow Herbicides on South Vietnam Environment and Food Supply

Herbicide damage effects include: 1) loss of potential production at a plant stage before the growth becomes economically valuable, and, 2) loss of commercial products such as grain, timber and fruit and lack of young plants including
Figure 24. Defoliated perimeter fence at a military base in Vietnam that were sprayed with Agent Orange and Agent Blue to kill the jungle vegetation. Picture was taken by U.S. Army Flight Operations Specialist 4 John Crivello in 1969.

seedlings and seeds required to maintain food production. The effects of crop damage were obtained mainly by studies of rural settlements and from interviews with villagers. The results were reported under the “Effects of Herbicides and Humans”. Human reactions to military spraying of Rainbow herbicides were included in studies on mangrove forests (Figure 18) and Vietnamese and Montagnard rice paddies (Figure 25), coconut plantations (Figure 26), gardening and upland crop areas) [44].

After spraying, individuals in every community interviewed reported of domestic animals (Figure 27) and humans who became ill or died after Rainbow herbicides were sprayed or the eating of herbicide-treated plants or drinking contaminated water. Thus, Rainbow herbicides were destructive to livelihoods of the people whose land was sprayed.

2.22. United States Scientists Protested the Use of Rainbow Herbicides in Vietnam War

In 1965, at the start of the American Vietnam War, Dr. Arthur W. Galston (1943 PhD in Botany from University of Illinois) who made the key scientific discovery [62] that made Agent Orange possible, joined a group of scientists who were protesting the use of chemical weapons in Vietnam War including the Rainbow herbicides [62] [63] [64] [65] [66]. Many of the herbicides were untested and being applied in massive quantities. At the August 1966 annual meeting of the American Association of Plant Physiologists, Dr. Galston (then a Department Head at Yale) prepared a resolution [62] that was subsequently passed and sent as a petition to President Lyndon Johnson. The letter warned of the defoliants
potential to cause immediate and long-term ecological, animal and human harm. The letter stated that the destruction of food crops would eventually affect the Vietnamese civilian population including women and children not actively involved in the war. The petition failed. However, Dr. Galston and other scientists, continued to lobby the Department of Defense (DOD) and the U.S. government to stop the use defoliants in South Vietnam. They also recommended toxicological studies of the Rainbow herbicides.

At the start of the American Vietnam War (1965) the United States public began to immediately question the progress in the Vietnam War and the U.S. military strategy and tactics. The DOD ordered an investigation [44] of the
sprayed defoliants (from 1962 to 1965) and their possible links to mutations, cancer and birth defects. In 1966, Bionetics Laboratories headquartered in Los Angeles, California, reported to the U.S. Surgeon General’s office that one active component in Agent Orange, 2,4,5-T contained a contaminate (or by-product) called 2,3,7,8-tetrachloro-dibenzo-para-dioxin or dioxin TCDD. In studies, small doses of TCDD caused birth defects in pregnant rodents. Large doses resulted in still born or mutation in offspring. Later research showed dioxin TCDD to be extremely toxic organic compound, and linked to serve cancers, skin diseases.
and birth defects.

Dr. Galston and Matthew Meselson (Harvard), with former connections to Cal Tech [66], presented the information to Dr. Lee A. Dubridge, a former colleague from Caltech, and science advisor to U.S. President Richard Nixon. President Nixon subsequently terminated the U.S. military policy of developing and spraying Agent Orange, called Operation Ranch Hand, in 1970 and the other 5 Rainbow herbicides in 1971.

Approximately five thousand scientists including members of the American Association of Plant Physiologists, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the Federation of American Scientists, which included seventeen Nobel Prize winners, re-petitioned the U.S. government and military to stop the use of biological and chemical weapons including the Rainbow Herbicides [62] [63] [64] [65] [66]. In 1971, President Nixon, acting in his role as Commander in Chief, ordered the U.S. military to stop spraying all Rainbow herbicide (the spraying of Agent Orange had been stopped in 1970) [44].

2.23. NAS [44] Damage Assessment Study and Findings

National Academy of Sciences (NAS) PL 91-441. A NAS study was authorized by an Act of Congress, Public Law 91-441, Fiscal Year 1971 Military Procurement Authorization Act Section 506-9c. Secretary of Defense was required to make arrangements with the NAS to do a comprehensive study and investigate: (1) physiological and ecological dangers in inherent use of defoliation program by Department of Defense in South Vietnam, the NAS [44] study started in Sep. 1971 to Sep. 1973. NAS scientists spent 1500 scientist days working in Vietnam during the Vietnam War and found it an impossible to determine whether arsenic found in the rice paddy soils was from the herbicide spraying of Agent Blue, from other sources, or was present naturally in the soil prior to the spraying.

The NAS over flight on January 27, 1972 of the Song-Re Valley, Quang-Nyai Province of an area sprayed with Agent Blue on August 9, 1970 found that rice fields and vegetable plots appeared normal from the low flying aircraft. NAS [44] analyses of small number of samples of fish, rice, shellfish (Figure 28), worms, soils and water collected near a community in Rung Sat which had Agent Blue missions between 1964 and 1969 found the arsenic levels within the normal ranges.

NAS scientists studied the efforts of Agent Blue on settlements by interviewing the villagers and reported their findings in a report entitled “Effects of Herbicides on Humans” NAS [44]. Human reactions to military spraying of Rainbow herbicides was documented. Herbicide spraying including Agent Blue resulted in the displacement of people from their rural homes into government sponsored villages as part of the Diem government’s “strategic hamlet” policy or urbanization due to movement into the slums of Saigon and other larger cities. Only 1 of 18 rural areas increased in population and settlement during the
1960s. After spraying of Rainbow herbicides and subsequent burning of crops, individuals in every community interviewed reported on who became ill or died after the spraying, or as a result of eating of herbicide-treated plants or drinking contaminated water. The NAS [44] report was translated into Vietnamese for the locals to read. Vietnamese had to live with the consequences and had to undertake remedial action. Financial and technical support from the U.S. (funds, and training for Vietnamese workers) and lent professional technical personnel and supplied equipment.

U.S. and Vietnam public concerns:

1) Did the extensive use of Rainbow herbicides including Agent Blue modify the environment of Vietnam beyond the point of recovery? Agent Blue did not raise the arsenic levels in the groundwater above the 1970s drinking water standards [44]. However, during the next 50 years the dioxin TCDD hotspots (all of the Rainbow herbicides except Agent Blue contained dioxin TCDD) did not recover naturally and DOD cleanup was required at Da Nang, Bien Hoa Air Force Bases and other dioxin TCDD hotspots in South Vietnam.

2) Damage to crops and forest caused a major economic loss. Was there evidence of a correlation between exposure to herbicides and congenital malformations, human reproductive failures, and genetic damage? There were many spikes in the arsenic levels (above WHO standard) in the Mekong Delta groundwater. Arsenic was bioaccumulated in the Vietnamese as a result of elevated arsenic levels in the drinking water and food supply. Medical evidence collected from U.S. veterans and Vietnamese and their offspring during the next 50 years suggests there was significant genetic damage.

Meanwhile, the effects of herbicide damage were: 1) the loss of potential food crop production at a stage before maturity and becomes economically valuable, and 2) the loss of commercial products such as grain, timber, fruit, seedlings and
seeds required to maintain food production.

2.24. Impacts on Mangrove Forests

NAS [44] studied the effects of defoliation by comparing soil properties in defoliated and non-defoliated mangrove areas northeast of Nam-Can (Ca-Mau Peninsula) (Figure 10). The only positive impacts recognized came from the spraying of the mangrove area, which increased security from the NLF and it became easier to clear land for irrigated fields. However, wood cutters recognized that their primary resource was being eliminated.

2.25. Impact of Agent Blue on Human Health

Drinking water and rice are considered the two major pathways to potentially high daily levels of As intake [22]. Vietnamese military, farmers and civilians were at risk of As exposure from As contaminated groundwater supplies, long-term diets of daily rice with high levels of As, and rice and vegetable crops produced in soil with high As concentrations. Water and food supplies were critical to U.S. and South Vietnamese military and Vietnamese civilians during the Vietnam War.

Arsenic toxicity and health effects are complex and the impact of Agent Blue on human health was not well known for many years. Post-Vietnam War, arsenic-based industrial wood preservatives and herbicides with cacodylic acid were used throughout the U.S. in wood products, golf course management, cotton fields and drying out agricultural plants prior to harvesting [67]. Today, none of these are commercially available with the exception of the weed killer monosodium methanearsonate (MSMA) for use on U.S. cotton [67]. The frequent use of manufactured arsenic products in industry and agriculture has resulted in human exposure by way of inhalation, contaminated drinking water, and food. Epidemiological evidence and animal studies show excessive risks of lung and skin cancers as well as delayed health effects at relatively high exposure rates [68].

The spraying of arsenic-based Agent Blue was field tested in United States, Puerto Rico, Canada and Thailand. Often, Agent Blue was used at full strength during the Vietnam War. The Cancer Assessment Group of EPA currently puts arsenic in the top category of cancer-causing chemicals. Arsenic, even at low doses has been found to be responsible for lung, bladder, and liver cancer and the arsenic is able to cross the placenta to create cancers in the fetus as well as both birth defects and childhood cancers have been linked to arsenic. The effects of arsenic are delayed and can take decades to appear in humans. Arsenic can cause damage to human DNA which can adversely impact future off-spring. Arsenical herbicides containing cacodylic acid as active ingredients and are still used today as weed killers and crop desiccants. Less toxic formations of arsenical herbicides sold over the counter today can cause headaches, vomiting, dizziness, profuse and watery diarrhea, followed by dehydration, electrolyte imbalance,
and gradual fall in blood pressure, convulsions, stupor, general paralysis and possible death in 3 to 14 days [60].

Sodium cacodylate is regarded as a Special Health Hazard by the New Jersey Department of Health and EPA. The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry suggests “Arsenic cannot be destroyed once added to the environment”, so the arsenic amounts (1,232,400 kg of As) U.S. and Republic of Vietnam military added when spraying or dumping Agent Blue during the Vietnam War, to the arsenic load in Mekong Delta and South Vietnam environment. The arsenic caused additional health effects in humans and animals. Water soluble arsenic can get into the surface water, soil and groundwater from applications of Agent Blue on the rice paddies. After the Vietnam War vast amounts of arsenic laced groundwater was pumped to the surface for rice paddies, shrimp ponds and for the water needs of the 15 million people living on the Mekong Delta.


For the last 46 years the NAS [44] Part A: Summary and Conclusion report appears to have been the “final word” on the fate of Agent Blue and its active component cacodylic acid. Cacodylic acid breaks down in the soil and thought to bind tightly as arsenate (+5) to soil compounds. In our paper we explain that the arsenic exists in four forms including two water soluble forms arsenite (+3) and arsenate (+5), which is a water soluble arsenic salt, and much of the water soluble arsenic was not tightly bound and leached from the rice paddy and root zone into the Mekong Delta or Central Highland groundwater potentially contaminating the groundwater. The arsenic rich groundwater (from natural and anthropic sources) was then pumped back (after 1975) to the surface by hundreds of thousands of tube wells and the water was then used for rice paddies, shrimp ponds and to meet the drinking water and household water needs of 15 million Vietnamese living on the Mekong Delta and in the Central Highlands.

The National Academy of Sciences Part A: Summary and Conclusions report [44] states: “Cacodylic acid, the active component in Agent Blue, is a non-selective herbicide killing a wide variety of herbaceous plants. It is a non-volatile, highly soluble organic compound which is broken down in soil, mostly to inorganic arsenate bound as insoluble compounds which also exist naturally in the soil.”

“Acute and chronic toxicity studies in a variety of animals indicates a low to medium toxicity rating. No teratological studies, nor toxicity studies in man seem to have been reported”.

While co-authors and our committee have great respect for the National Academy of Sciences and their field work and research in South Vietnam its scope was limited. The NAS study (1971-1972) was conducted after President Nixon ordered the stop of herbicide spraying and completed just before he ordered in January, 1973 the withdraw of soldiers from the American Vietnam War. Furthermore, the study was conducted mostly from the air due to the un-
stable political environment on the ground. This gave little chance for scientist boots on the ground. It is now time for a fresh look. Our findings and a re-assessment of the fate of Agent Blue, cacodylic acid, and arsenic including both water soluble and inorganic arsenate and arsenite makes this clear. In addition, there has been recent research [67] studying the effects of feeding chickens organic arsenic (non-toxic) supplements and their ability to convert it into inorganic arsenic (toxic Group-A carcinogen). As a result of these findings the use of organic rich chicken feed was banned in the United States. The feed had been used to make chickens more marketable (more plump, redder and prevent certain chicken diseases). Arsenic is a heavy metal and thought to be a carcinogen and dangerous.

2.27. Disposal of Chemical Weapons Including Agent Blue (Davis-Monthan Air Base)

Historically, most of the world’s chemical weapons were disposed of at sea. This included the arsenic based chemical weapons [38]. The chemical weapon disposal sites were not well documented (Figure 29). Once dumped into the sea, the chemicals were leaked as a result of the corrosive action of seawater on steel barrels and containers. Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, near Tucson, Arizona is the home of the U.S. aircraft boneyard (Figure 30 and Figure 31) where retired military aircraft are stored. After President Nixon stopped the spraying the Rainbow herbicides including Agent Blue the excess stocks were removed from Vietnam by 1972. Most of the Rainbow herbicides containing dioxin (TCDD) herbicides were transported to Johnston Island in the Pacific Ocean for eventual incineration at sea [51]. Agent Blue, arsenic based, could not be burned due to its high concentrations of arsenic and was not a good candidate for disposal by

Figure 29. Rainbow herbicides being stored on Johnston Island in Pacific Ocean to be incinerated in 1977.
incineration at sea since arsenic can become arsine a toxic gas under reducing conditions. The Agent Blue stored in Vietnam and at Johnston Island was shipped to Davis-Monthan Air Force Base between 1972 and 1977. The grounds crew routinely sprayed Agent Blue along the perimeter fence and around the decommissioned airplanes (Figure 31) to keep the weeds down and to dispose of the remaining Agent Blue stockpiles.

2.28. Source of Natural Arsenic in the Mekong Delta Surface Water, Parent Material and the Groundwater

Both organic and inorganic arsenicals are naturally occurring minerals including
arenopyrite (FeAsS), realgar (As₄S₄) and orpiment (As₂S₃) which were common in the Tibet Highlands. As these arsenic rich soils were eroded by runoff water and transported in the Mekong River they reacted with moisture and oxygen to form water soluble arsenites and arsenates. These arsenic compounds were transported by floodwaters onto the surface of the alluvial soils of the Mekong Delta and subsequently contaminated the surface and groundwater.

In surface waters the arsenites and arsenates can be absorbed by algae and converted to arsenites and arsenates and the algae converts these water soluble and inorganic arsenite and arsenate to arsenosugars, arsinolipids and arsenobetanine. Fish feed on the algae and concentrate the arsenic compounds. Due to relatively low toxicity of organic arsenicals there is little risk or concern about seafood [43]. However, rice grows in flooded paddies where surface water has four inorganic arsenicals that are absorbed by the growing rice plants which are translocated to the grain. The amount of arsenic that ends up in rice grain depends on how rich in arsenic the alluvium parent material and groundwater are. The Mekong Delta like most SE Asia Deltas has an abundance of natural arsenic in both the parent material and the groundwater.

Groundwater in Vietnam has naturally high arsenic due to arsenic-rich soils and geologic parent materials weathering and releasing arsenic into groundwater. Since the 1960s application of arsenic-laden herbicide (Agent Blue) during the Vietnam War, discharges from waste-water treatment plants and subsequent industrial developments as well as traditional Vietnamese burials, have all contributed dramatically to the levels of bio-available arsenicals in the soil and groundwater. During the last 20 years (2000 to 2019), the Vietnam government subsidized the proliferation of shallow tube-wells (Figure 3) and this groundwater has become the primary source of drinking and irrigation water in the Mekong Delta [22]. This groundwater can have arsenic concentrations of up to 3050 ug/L. Most of the arsenic is in the +3 and +5 oxidation states which is water soluble and the most readily available form for bio-accumulation.

2.29. Effects of Arsenic in Rice Paddy Soil Systems

Various researchers have studied the uptake of As and its fate in rice plants (Oryza sativa L.) grown on soils know to contain As [31] [32] [68] [69]. Juen et al. [70] observed that As uptake by rice plants may be variable with the highest accumulation of As found in the rice plant roots (23.1 ± 12.7 mg·kg⁻¹) while grain concentration was much lower (0.29 ± 0.58 mg·kg⁻¹) or about 1.2% of the root concentration. The ranking of As distribution in rice plants was root >> stems >> husk >> grain. They suggest that rice roots along with an oxidized iron (Fe) root plaque (often observed in wetland plants) provide an effective barrier to As translocation in the rice plant [70] [71]. This was supported by Lei et al. [72] who also reported that the Fe-containing root plaque and roots formed a barrier of As transport to rice grain. However, in their study on As contaminated soils, the levels of As in the grain were 245% higher than the limits suggested by
local hygienic standards for grain.

2.30. Lawsuits Involving Ansul Chemical Company and 10 Other Chemical Companies and Consent Orders: The 1979-1984 Vietnam Veterans versus Eleven Chemical Companies

On January 8, 1979 Victor J. Yannacone, filed a class action suit, in re Agent Orange Product Liability Litigation (1979-1984) on behalf of all the Vietnam veterans that were exposed to Agent Orange containing dioxin and other Rainbow herbicides. By the end of the year, Yannacone and associates represented 8300 Vietnam veteran clients in a law suit against 11 chemical companies including: Dow Chemical, Thompson-Hayward, Diamond Shamrock, Hercules Inc., Monsanto, Ansul Company (the manufacturer of Agent Blue), Riverdale Chemical Company, Uniroyal, Occidental Petroleum, Hooker Chemical Company and N.A. Phillips [28].

The chemical companies argued in federal court that the U.S. government was responsible for the injuries claimed by the veterans and their families. In addition, the companies argued that the government controlled the manufacturing, distribution and application of Agent Orange (and other Rainbow Herbicides including Agent Blue), some of which included dioxin (TCDD) although military contracts were thought to protect the Chemical companies. The U.S. Government having sovereign immunity, was eventually dismissed from the case. In May 1984, the Vietnam War Veterans and chemical manufactures settled out-of-court for $180 million. These chemical companies could then renounce liability even though they knew about the toxic effects of by-product dioxin (or TCDD). However, the effects of arsenic were not addressed or were combined with dioxin TCDD. The fact that raising the heating temperature during the manufacture of Agent Orange to accelerate chemical reactions during the manufacturing process increased the dioxin levels up to 3000 times to magnify the toxicity of Agent Orange [28]. Although the manufacturing process for Agent Blue was different, this did not affect the inherent toxicity of As by itself. Many of the 52,000 Vietnam Veterans were dissatisfied with the amount of the settlement ($3800/veteran or the family). The judge ruled the out-of-court settlement was fair. The funds were dispensed by 1997. After the settlement the U.S. Government established an Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program to test industrial and agricultural chemicals for endocrine effects prior to marketing and use. The goal was to prevent future unanticipated consequences of the use of a new chemical or herbicide.

The Agent Orange Product Liability Litigation (1979-1984) records retained by the New Jersey State Council, Vietnam Veterans of America, Inc. were transferred in 1000 legal boxes to the Vietnam Center and Archive (VNCA) at Texas Tech University (personal communication from Executive Director Stephen Maxner) and are of immense importance to furthering our understanding of how Rainbow Herbicides with dioxin (TCDD) and Agent Blue with arsenic were manufactured and deployed during the Vietnam War. This specific collection is
unique as it represents the years of document and material collection in preparation for the landmark “Agent Orange” legal action with regard to its contamination with dioxin and could include information and records about other Rainbow herbicides including Agent Blue. The resulting out-of-court settlement was of crucial importance in providing countless Vietnam veterans exposed to dioxin and perhaps arsenic and their families with much needed financial support and restitution. The settlement also resulted in the temporary storage of nearly 1,000 boxes of materials that provide detailed information regarding the eleven chemical manufacturers involved in Rainbow herbicide production and included Ansul Chemical Company which manufactured Agent Blue. These documents are the most comprehensive collection of military and government historical documents detailing the use and storage of Agent Orange and other potentially dioxin contaminated Rainbow herbicide defoliants and/or arsenic based herbicide (Agent Blue) throughout the entire Vietnam War. The Vietnam Center and Sam Johnson Archive submitted proposals in 2019 and 2020 (to National Academy of Humanities) to electronically scan the hundreds of thousands of documents. The collection will undoubtedly provide additional details pertinent to ongoing environmental and human health studies of Rainbow herbicide remediation programs in Vietnam, Thailand, Korea and the United States including various storage facilities on wartime military bases as well as U.S. chemical manufacturing sites, such as Newark, New Jersey; Marinette, Wisconsin; and Menominee, Michigan.

Ansul and other chemical companies were named as defendants in a 2005 lawsuit alleging that the use of the Rainbow herbicides by the U.S. military lead to serious birth defects for Vietnamese children and perhaps the U.S. military Vietnam veterans’ children. The United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York ruled that the eleven defending companies were manufacturing Rainbow herbicides under the direct order of the Presidents of the United States and could not be sued for the consequences of the use of their herbicide products. The court also ruled that the British had previously used Agent Orange (with the by-product dioxin TCDD) during the 1950s Malayan Emergency and that they set the precedent for America’s use in the Vietnam War.

2.31. Impact of Agent Blue on Rice

A poem written by Teresa Mei Chuc [73] immortalized the impact of Agent Blue.

Blue on rice paddies in the 1960s.
To kill correctly takes calculation.
Down to a science arsenic cacodylic acid.
Knows water and rice on a cellular level.
Make sure no surviving seed can be collected and planted.
Because even a small seed assures survival.
Because mortars, grenades and bombs cannot destroy a grain.
Because our heart is made of seeds.  
Know what it takes to kill the seeds.  
Know what it takes to deprive the plant of water, to dehydrate it.  
To be surrounded by love but unable to absorb it.

3. Findings

The arsenic-laden Agent Blue herbicide was used to kill rice food crops and bamboo during the Vietnam War. Spraying Agent Blue added a significant amount of water soluble arsenic to the rice roots, rice grains, water and soil. The United States and Republic of Vietnam militaries sprayed and dumped Agent Blue on the rice paddies to desiccate rice plants and then burn the rice residue and seeds. As a result, toxic As-containing aerosols and smoke were released to the atmosphere.  

The subsequent industrial development and waste water treatment plants have resulted in dangerously spiked bio-available arsenicals in the surface and groundwater of the Mekong Delta. During the last two decades, thousands of government-subsidized shallow tube wells have been built. Shallow groundwater has become the major source for irrigation and drinking water rich in arsenic in Vietnam. Groundwater in concentrations has been measured as high as 3050 ug/L. The potential sources of arsenic in the hotspots were examined.


Since the 1940’s millions of Republic of Vietnam military soldiers and Vietnamese civilians have died and been interned in South Vietnam including the Mekong Delta and Central Highlands [74]. Before and during the American Vietnam War (1962-1971) the Republic of Vietnam military and Vietnamese civilians were exposed to Agent Blue which was applied (7.8 million liters with 1,232,400 kg of As) to approximately 300,000 ha of rice paddies and to the 100,000 ha Mangrove forests and all the military base perimeter fences in South Vietnam. During the American Vietnam War (1965-1972) thousands of Republic of Vietnam military and Vietnamese were killed and buried in the Mekong Delta or other parts of South Vietnam (Figure 31).

The rice paddy farmers and adjacent villages came in contact with Agent Blue primarily through skin contact, breathing the arsenic and ash after the burning of the rice fields, and from living in the adjacent local villages in both the Mekong Delta and the Central Highlands [54] [55]. In addition, at this time, the waterways, gardens, animals and nut crops were contaminated with As from Agent Blue spraying. The rice, shrimp, animals and fish exposed to Agent Blue resulted in arsenic being bioaccumulated in humans after being eaten by the local Vietnamese. The U.S. military personnel which had their own water and food supplies did not routinely ingest the As contaminated food but the treated drinking water only had the sediment filtered out and chlorine added to kill the
organisms. A water soluble arsenite or arsenate would remain in the water. The dioxin TCDD would probably be attached to the sediment and removed during filtration. However, the U.S. military with boots on the ground may have been exposed to As-containing aerosols, smoke and ash from the burning rice plants. In addition, the water soluble arsenite (+3) and arsenate (+5) leached into the groundwater and contaminated the drinking water for the millions of Vietnamese living on the Mekong Delta from the 1960s to present.

Agent Blue deposited in the rice paddy water moved into the plant root zone, and could be taken up by rice plants in subsequent years or leached through the saturated soil into the groundwater and re-pumped to the surface. In later years (after 1975), the rice plants continued to take up the arsenic from As rich paddy water and stored it in the plant tissue and trace amounts in the grain. The rice grain, tainted with trace amounts of inorganic arsenic, was either eaten by the Vietnamese or sold on the national and international markets.

The manufactured arsenic in Agent Blue became mixed in the rice paddy root zone and shallow groundwater with the naturally occurring arsenic in the underlying sediments and groundwater which were transported thousands of kilometers in solution via the Mekong River from the Tibet Highlands. The sediment was deposited on the alluvial soils and the water soluble arsenite and arsenate in the floodwaters covered the alluvial soils and eventually was ponded and leached into the groundwater of the Mekong River and into the South China Sea.

Can anthropic arsenic be separated from natural arsenic? At this time there does not appear to be a method, including isotope identification methods, to separate manufactured arsenic from natural arsenic in solution [44]. The only way to potentially accomplish this is to locate a natural area that has not been subjected to impacts by human activity prior to the Vietnam War to determine natural soil As levels. This is highly unlikely because nearly every place on earth, including deltas, has been directly or indirectly impacted by human activity. What we do know is that arsenic will continue to exist in the Mekong Delta. However, trace amounts can volatilize, small amounts retained by the soil, or be removed from the rice paddy by flooding, surface drainage or leaching into the groundwater. Decomposing rice plant residues can also recycle arsenic within the root zone.

The Vietnamese who were exposed by skin contact with Agent Blue from 1961 to 1971 most likely had elevated levels of arsenic which would have bioaccumulated in their bodies. The next generations of Vietnamese, from 1972 to present, could have ingested low levels arsenic from the food supply, mostly fish and rice, and drinking water. The buried Vietnamese bodies would also have elevated arsenic levels, as a result of bioaccumulation, if they died between the end of the Vietnam War (1975) and the 2020s. Most deceased Vietnamese would have been interned in coffins below ground in Mekong Delta (Figures 32-34). Researchers could calculate the amount of arsenic contributed to the soil and groundwater during the last 55 years by the burial of millions of Vietnamese in
Figure 32. Cemeteries in rural rice fields of the Mekong Delta in Vietnam.

Figure 33. Urban cemetery in the Mekong Delta of Vietnam.

the Mekong Delta to assess the magnitude of the problem and determine whether or not it is the cause of the some arsenic spikes and which could potentially contribute to the water soluble arsenic entering groundwater and the food supply (rice) of the people still living on the Mekong Delta.

There are proven methods to mitigate high levels of arsenic in groundwater
regardless of the historic or natural sources. This drinking water treatment needs to happen. These methods are noted in the mitigation section (Section 3.4 of this paper). The long-established traditional Vietnamese ethnic group burial practices [75] can continue if steps are taken to reduce As levels in the Mekong Delta drinking and irrigation water. However, this burial topic could become a cultural taboo in Vietnam. Vietnam policy-makers need to consider the ethnic group cultural and burial practices as they try to deal with As contamination in the groundwater using mitigation and technical measures to reduce the arsenic levels in the Mekong Delta.

3.2. Agent Blue Impact on Human Health

Over the years the Veterans Administration (VA) has received Vietnam veteran benefit claims as a result of exposure to dioxin TCDD [76] which is in all the Rainbow herbicides except Agent Blue. In some cases, Vietnam veterans also claimed benefit as a result of exposure to Agent Blue the arsenic based rice killer. Both Agent Blue and Agent Orange were sprayed on the Vietnam and Thailand military base perimeter fences as part of an attempt to kill the jungle vegetation to enhance base security. It was not always possible to determine which Rainbow herbicide (Figure 35) caused a specific disease in U.S. and Republic of Vietnam veterans who were exposed to both dioxin TCDD and arsenic. Most U.S. Vietnam veterans were not even aware of the presence of Agent Blue even though 7.8 million liters (1,232,400 kg of As) were applied to 300,000 ha of rice paddies, 100,000 ha of forest and some U.S. military base perimeter bases in South Vietnam and Thailand.
Figure 35. Rainbow herbicides identified in a chart with appropriate color striped barrels.

3.3. Vietnamese Exposure to Arsenic from Agent Blue Applications during Vietnam War

There were millions of Vietnamese living in the Mekong Delta during the Vietnam War and who were directly affected by exposure to Agent Blue spray and then had to breathe smoke which included inhalable volatile As aerosols and ash from the burning of dried out rice plants. Arsenic has no half-life and continues to exist in the rice paddy environment to which it was originally applied. Arsenic can volatize, be taken up by the rice plant and trace amounts of arsenic are removed in the rice grain. As-containing rich rice plant residues (which is higher in As than the grain) were returned to the soil. Some water soluble arsenite and arsenate leached into the groundwater.

3.4. Mitigation of Agent Blue and Naturally Occurring Arsenic Which Continues to Persist in Vietnam Food Supply and Water

The legacy effects of natural and anthropic As in South Vietnam soils, rivers and canal systems pose urgent food security and health risks from persistent contamination in agricultural soils and water used for crop irrigation and human consumption. The residue of widespread and repeated use of arsenic-based herbicides can result in phytoxicity in crops depending on the plant species, soil type, and prolonged exposure to As contaminated water [29] [31]. Mitigation strategies involve addressing water management, fertilization decisions, and crop selection and specific cultivars.

Management of As contaminated water can reduce concentration of As in food supplies. Recent experiments show rice grain crops grown in soil with high As concentrations had elevated levels of As in the rice roots, leaves, grain, cooked rice, hulls, and straw [32] [77] [78]. The flooded or wet rice production system traditionally transplants seedlings into puddled paddy fields. In this planting system, anaerobic As contaminated soil promotes increased As availability and
uptake by the plant resulting in high As concentration in rice straw and grain [31] [32]. Many of Vietnam’s Delta soils are high in iron oxides. Under anaerobic conditions such as flooded rice paddies, iron oxides are reduced and release inorganic As from sediments and soils making the As more available for plant use. Water management experiments show that growing rice in irrigated furrows and raised beds rather than flooding the entire field reduces As concentrations in rice primarily because under aerobic conditions As is bound to iron oxides and not available for plant uptake [32]. This alternating wet and dry irrigation reduces the amount of As deposited in the soil from soluble As in the irrigation waters and lowers the As bioaccumulation in plants [31].

Other mitigation strategies to reduce the arsenic loads in the food supply are selection of the rice cultivar and rotations with other non-rice crops with low As uptake [31] [78]. Screening of rice cultivars that do not easily uptake As and translocate into the grain reveals that root traits with higher porosity and capacity to form iron plaques that bind more As result in lower As concentration levels of translocation throughout the plant [77]. Other species that generate reactive oxygen and produce antioxidant enzymes have been found to reduce As toxicity and enhance plant resistance to bioaccumulation [78]. Much more research in this area is needed to identify and test crops and specific cultivars with high As resistance.

In some instances, certain plant species have the ability to be utilized to phytoremediate As contaminated soils and water. Examples of such plant species are ribworth plantain (Plantagolancelota L., Holcuslanatus), mosses, lichens, tamarisk (Tamarixparvi\(\text{f}\)ora), Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus camaldulensis), Chinese Brake fern (Pterisvittata L.) and species within the genus Arundo [80]. However, accumulator plants must then be harvested and removed; then reduced by composting, digestion, or ashed. The resulting ash or residue must then be disposed of in a manner that does not create further environmental problems.

Fertilizer choices and soil amendments to rice and vegetable crops can affect As levels above health and safety standards. Arsenic uptake and translocation throughout a plant varies with the crop: some Brassicaceae have high As uptake potential while others have lower As uptake such as carrots, lettuce, bean, and tomatoes respectively [78]. Adequate levels of silicon and sulfur can increase the resistance to uptake mechanisms in rice and some types of vegetables [77] [78] while phosphate-based (P) fertilizers increase plant As extraction from the soil and plant availability. P levels in soils have significant effects on rice yields, thus complicating the farmer’s decision to use the recommended P applications to obtain higher yields while risking an increase in As uptake. Rice production experiments using boro rice cultivar grown in aerobic conditions (raised bed with irrigated furrow) and 100% of the recommended P found yields were 12% higher than in flooded rice management; and had lower total As concentration compared to the flooded rice management system [33]. Phosphate and arsenate are chemical equivalents, both competing at sorption sites [78]. Further they note
that phosphate can desorb arsenate from Fe, Al and Mn oxide surfaces increasing As mobility and availability for crop uptake. Iron (Fe) with elemental sulfur (S) has substantial charge and surface area to bind As (III) and As (V) and reduce soil bioavailability.

U.S. agricultural lands, where arsenic-based pesticides were routinely used for decades, continue to have levels of As in the soil that exceed safety standards [78]. Experiments growing vegetable crops on these contaminated soils find that the soil threshold of As concentration varies greatly by crop. Tomatoes have a high resistance to As uptake and are thought to be safely grown at As >300 mg·kg⁻¹; in contrast carrots (<100 mg·kg⁻¹) and lettuce (50 mg·kg⁻¹) have a much higher propensity to uptake As and far lower safety levels [79]. Researchers cautioned that soils with As above 300 ppm can be harmful to humans from direct skin contact and hand-to-mouth exposure to soil particles that are attached to harvested root and leafy greens crop. While soils and climate conditions differ, these experiments suggest Agent Blue uses in the 1960s and persistence in the environment are likely to have differing long term impacts on Vietnam cropping systems.

The magnitude of naturally occurring As and the historical legacy of arsenic contamination of soil and water in Vietnam deltas places today’s population at huge risk of chronic arsenic poisoning. It is urgent that investment in As mitigation research on food production systems, irrigation water and drinking water contamination be accelerated; and policies put in place to provide technical and financial support to farmers and community leaders seeking to address this complex and pervasive health concern.

4. Discussion
The quotes in Section 2.22 of the National Academy of Sciences: Part A Summary and Conclusions report [44] suggests that the fate of Agent Blue, the cacodylic acid the active component in Agent Blue, and the water soluble arsenite and ars enate (+3 and +5) was assumed to be tightly bound to the soil compounds in the root zone. However this was not always the case. In this paper we explain that the arsenic exists in 4 forms including two water soluble forms arsenite (+3) and arsenate (+5), which is a water soluble arsenic salt, and much of the water soluble arsenic is actually leached from the rice paddy and root zone into the Mekong Delta or Central Highland groundwater potentially contaminating shallow groundwater.

More recent toxicology studies have shown that the arsenic in drinking water and the food supply can and does bioaccumulate in humans. Other studies have shown that the organic arsenic can be ingested by chickens and become inorganic arsenic a hazardous carcinogen. The supplying of organic arsenic rich feed to chickens is now banned in the United States.

It is now well known that arsenic does not have a half-life and once introduced into the South Vietnam environment it continued to exist. The Mekong
Delta and Central Highlands drinking water and the food supply, including rice, shrimp and fish, contain trace amounts of arsenic which can be bioaccumulated over decades. The 1974 NAS report [44] was only a 2-year study with most of the focus on Agent Orange dioxin TCDD and the Mangrove forest damage. An environmental study of the impact of Agent Blue, the arsenic based rice killing herbicide, on the environment, animals and humans are now long overdue.

It does appear that the U.S. military veterans were less exposed to arsenic than the Vietnamese civilians since they did not normally drink the contaminated local water without an attempt to filter to remove the contaminated soil particulate matter, and then chlorinated the water to kill the pathogens. However, there was apparently no attempt to remove the pesticide contaminants such as arsenite, arsenate, and dioxin TCDD. If present the dioxin TCDD would probably have been removed with the filtered sediment or particulate matter. The Republic of Vietnam military and Vietnamese civilians did drink the untreated local surface and groundwater and the civilians have continued to drink the treated and untreated water and food with trace amounts of arsenic for the last 50 years.

The U.S. military veterans had limited exposure, usually one year, to Agent Blue, cacodylic acid, arsenic, and dioxin TCDD and had a much lower risk of bioaccumulating arsenic. However, some U.S. Vietnam veterans were exposed directly to Agent Blue, cacodylic acid and arsenic during the handling of the Agent Blue barrels and the transport and distribution process as well as from the spraying on the rice paddies, mangrove forests and the perimeter military base fences. It is not clear to this day if the VA medical doctors treating the Vietnam veterans for the last 50 years knew much about Agent Blue, the arsenic based herbicide. Evidence suggests they probably did not and they apparently made no attempt to measure the arsenic levels in the Vietnam veterans since dioxin TCDD was their focus. Rather than determining whether any of the health issues were linked to Agent Blue and arsenic the medical doctors apparently lumped Agent Blue exposed veterans in with the other veterans exposed to Agent Orange, Agent Pink, Agent Purple and Agent White which contained dioxin TCDD but not arsenic. Agent Orange plus Agent Purple, Agent Green, Agent Pink and Agent White were applied more widely and frequently than Agent Blue by a factor of 10 or 20 based on all Rainbow herbicide shipment records. Therefore, Agent Blue, the arsenic based herbicide, was less of a medical concern and not everyone was aware that Agent Blue did not contain dioxin TCDD. If the Agent Blue military handlers, spraying Agent Blue on rice paddies, Mangrove forests and military base perimeter fences, were exposed to arsenic they might have been grouped with the Agent Orange dioxin TCDD exposed U.S. military veterans working in Operation Ranch Hand. There is little information available to assess the exposure of the military veterans to Agent Blue, cacodylic acid and arsenic.

Even when DOD funded the clean-up in 2018 of the dioxin TCDD hotspots in Vietnam, such as Bien Hoa airbase where three thousand soil samples were collected, these samples were not checked for arsenic. Arsenic levels in the soil was
not the focus of the clean-up effort due to cost of analysis and the focus on Agent Orange dioxin TCDD. Therefore no arsenic data was provided in the 870 page USAID report [80] which summarized the Hatfield field sampling and their research report. There is still a need to determine if arsenic levels in Central Highlands and the Mekong Delta are still adversely affecting Vietnamese civilian health after more than 50 years. There is a growing set of water quality data that shows significant spikes in arsenic levels at specific locations in the Mekong Delta and in the Red River Valley (Hanoi) which was not sprayed with Agent Blue during the Vietnam War so the cause or causes remain unknown in most cases.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The U.S. military use of the arsenic-based herbicide, Agent Blue and the subsequent food destruction program in South Vietnam was not a secret but only received scant publicity [80] during the Vietnam War. The same is true to this day. Post-war, the authoritative study by the National Academy of Science (44) on the Rainbow herbicides and their use in South Vietnam had little scientific information about Agent Blue and the soil-chemical processes of natural and anthropic arsenic, and seriously underestimated short- and long-term persistence of As in soil, sediments, and water. They assumed, without teratological studies or toxicity studies in humans, that because As was naturally occurring in the soil, it was not harmful to animals or humans.

We know otherwise today. “Arsenic in groundwater poses a massive and growing human health threat” throughout Southeast Asia, especially the Mekong and Red River Deltas of Vietnam [30]. Human exposure by way of inhalation (airborne arsenic) contaminated drinking water, and food supplies grown in As contaminated soil and water can result in acute arsenical poisoning with carcinogenic and genotoxic potential [67].

The use of Agent Blue, the arsenic based herbicide manufactured by Ansul Company and its use during the Vietnam War years requires a careful historical analysis to understand the impacts of arsenic on soil, sediment and water resources and the potential legacy effects today. The Republic of Vietnam and U.S. militaries began destroying food crops in South Vietnam in November of 1962 as part of their “resource denial” program. This was primarily an aerial application of Agent Blue applied at a rate of 10.5 kg/ha. Agent Blue was highly hazardous chemical herbicide that was not registered for use on U.S. crops [81]. Westing [81] suggested that most of the destruction occurred in Central Highlands of South Vietnam which is north of Saigon and the Mekong Delta which is south of Saigon. This region was traditionally food poor and the population consisted of Hill tribes (Montagnards). Spraying of the upland rice was carried out just before harvest time, destroying the standing crop and rendering the land useless for at least one year.

The program objective was to cut off the food supply to the approximately
260,000 Democratic Republic communist insurgents in South Vietnam with a population of 17.5 million Vietnamese. The insurgents were only 1.5 percent of the population but the destruction program required cutting off food supply for the insurgents and civilian South Vietnam population. The average Vietnamese could subsist on 180 kg of milled rice per year and the upland rice could produce 230 kg of milled rice per hectare per year [81]. The insurgent only required 46.8 million kg of milled rice compared to the 3.15 billion kg of milled rice needed to feed the Vietnamese civilian population. A hectare of upland rice could produce 230 kg of milled rice year so to deny the insurgents their access to their food supply required the destruction of 13.7 million hectares (a land area the size of Iowa) of rice [78].

Agent Blue was the only Rainbow Agent (Figure 35) or herbicide primarily used to target food crops. Agent Blue was used on grasses and narrow-leaved plants such as bamboo and rice. The rice paddies could not be destroyed by burning (when they were green and growing) or drained by blowing up dikes and borders. Agent Blue desiccated rice plants before crop maturity and allowed burning to kill the seeds and clear away potential cover for enemy combatants. The U.S. and Republic of Vietnam military strategy were to attack the South Vietnamese food supply and force the South Vietnamese to abandon their rice paddies and move into strategic hamlets or the urban slums of Saigon. The rural villages could then no longer provide support, food and protection for the communist insurgents. Even if most of the rice was grown for family consumption the insurgents would either be given rice or it could be taken from the villagers. It is estimated that 1.5 million Vietnamese were uprooted and eventually migrated to urban slums in South Vietnam including Saigon as a result of being victims of Agent Blue spraying and a reduced food supply.

The fate of arsenical herbicides in the saturated soil environment includes: 1) reacting with and being retained by the compounds in the soil, 2) volatilized into the atmosphere from biological transformations and burning, 3) leached out through the saturated soil and into groundwater, and 4) taken up by plants from groundwater and accumulated on the topsoil [34].

The U.S. and Republic of Vietnam military personnel and Vietnamese villagers were told that the sprays were safe and C-47 aircraft would drop leaflets just before or after spraying. The leaflets explained that the herbicides were harmless and spraying was to keep the villagers safe from the communist insurgents. Small planes would also fly over villages broadcasting tape-recorded messages in Vietnamese to help re-assure villagers that the herbicide spray was not harmful.

Arsenic levels are naturally high in the Mekong Delta environment of Vietnam. The human exposure to arsenic is primarily (99%) through ingestion of drinking water and food after 1975. Prior to 1975 and during the Vietnam War arsenic was accumulated in the Vietnamese from skin contact with Agent Blue contaminated and inhaled arsenic laden smoke from the burning of the dried-out rice plants and seeds. Arsenic is known as the “king of poisons” and is
The introduction of Agent Blue to South Vietnam occurred in 1961 and Agent Orange and other Rainbow herbicides were introduced in 1965. The Vietnam War represented an application of a new technique for modern herbicide and chemical warfare [82]. Scientists and some politicians thought that the U.S. Military was introducing chemical warfare in opposition to previous international agreements and the herbicides were actually chemical weapons and in violation of the Geneva Convention. This is probably part of the reason that USAID provided $30 million to humanitarian relief to the Vietnamese (primarily for exposure to dioxin TCDD) in 2018 and the Department of Defense contributed another $330 million in 2019 help clean-up the environmental problems, Bien Hoa Air Force base, including dioxin TCDD that the U.S. Military left behind in South Vietnam 50 years ago.

According to Institute of Medicine, over 7.8 million liters (1,232,400 kg) of Agent Blue were sprayed on crops between 1961 and 1971 and the effects of Agent Blue based arsenic were understated. Spray drift impacted many hectares adjacent to the targeted rice paddies including local villages. Crops were sprayed and then burned after desiccation and actually released arsenic laden smoke which polluted the South Vietnam air. The Republic of Vietnam and United States military personnel also had to breathe the arsenic laden smoke from 1961 to 1971. The smoke was also spread by wind and water transport to adjacent land and to rivers and bodies of water. Today, Vietnamese rice for domestic and export is still tainted with trace amounts of arsenic from anthropic and natural groundwater sources.

New scientific understanding of As in soil, sediments and water provide critical insights and important guidance in the development of mitigation strategies. New technologies, experiments in cropping systems, changes in fertilizer management and increased collaborative sharing and transfer of information and knowledge are needed to reduce and eliminate arsenic from Vietnam drinking water and food supplies. Further, local monitoring of water and soil conditions, water management planning, policies and financing mechanisms are needed to assist farmers, local and district leaders, and communities to adopt proven new practices.

Further Vietnam investigation is needed to: 1) evaluate the historical and current extent of soil contamination with As, 2) evaluate the historical and current extent of water contamination with anthropic and natural As; and 3) evaluate current levels of food contamination with As (especially rice, fish and shrimp) in the areas where Agent Blue was used. This would provide a much clearer picture of the long-lasting effects of indiscriminate heavy use of an As herbicide on food crops, the human food chain and bioaccumulated in humans.
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